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ABSTRACT

The Educational Association Citizens’ Forum SKAF ry is an educational institution for non-formal education. The Citizens’ Forum has been an active Second Life participant since 2007, researching its potential and challenges in educational use and non-governmental organisation activities. The first training sessions were organised in 2008 on a block of land rented from EduFinland I island. Later, ownership was acquired of the Suomi ry (Finland ry) island, which was customised to serve Finnish organisations and non-governmental organisations (further NGO).

The Citizens’ Forum’s training courses have covered training in Second Life and the organisation of cooperative meetings and various other events in Second Life. The overall length of training sessions has been one month.

Each course has consisted of 3-5 1.5 hour meetings in Second Life and interim tasks completed either individually or in small groups. In addition to Second Life, Moodle, an online learning environment, has been employed in which tasks, experiences and feedback have been gathered and which has also contained written summaries of what was learned during the Second Life meetings. The Second Life environment has also been regularly utilised in Citizens’ Forum staff and various other work group work related meetings.

Funding and ventures 2008: Ministry of Education special funding, Initiation of Second Life courses and construction of environment 2009-2010: ESF programme Open Learning Environments- AVO venture, development and implementation of Second Life educational programmes.

This article is based on practical experiences gained from

- suitability of cooperative educational processes for Second Life
- constructing a Second Life environment for educational use
- suitability of Second Life technology and tools for education and team work
- practical methods related to educational situations.
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SECOND LIFE ENVIRONMENT AND COOPERATIVE LEARNING PROCESSES

The strengths of Second Life are people present as avatar figures and the opportunity for collective and concurrent group activity. Because everyone participates in Second Life as their own walking, speaking and listening figure, an illusion of being physically together is created for participants. Second Life provides an excellent tool for cooperative learning processes, learning and doing together.

This should be taken into consideration when designing educational contexts. “The possibilities afforded by the Second Life environment are wasted if it is only used as a place for sharing and reading knowledge content” (Päivi Svärd 2010). For this reason the Citizens’ Forum has integrated the Second Life environment into the Moodle online learning environment, through which teaching material is delivered and written tasks completed.

Cooperative Learning Is a Key Mode of Learning In Non-Governmental Organisations

Non-governmental organisations are central players in the learning and educational activities of the Citizens’ Forum. The work of NGOs is voluntary and originates in the members’ areas of interest. Therefore, it is important for courses, in both the real world and in Second Life, to be designed so that people feel they can achieve their goals together with other players. Cooperative methods, in which collaboration is well planned and staged, support production of collective knowledge, and endeavours to reach a common objective. At its best, this type of work method forms a common learning process for group members, in which there is purposeful and phased progress towards a common decision, members engage in reciprocal learning, and insights into new types of solutions are brainstormed collectively.

Education Is Based On The Learners’ Plans

Cooperation is an operational method in all Citizens’ Forum training courses. A cooperative organisation of meetings in Second Life, Second Life trainers’ training and Second Life events training are based on an operational model in which learners’ plans form an activity’s starting point. Learning of content and initiation of collective work begins by mastering the basic technology of Second Life.

This is followed by an orientation to the educational theme. On the basis of this, learners in small groups draw up implementation plans. Instructors use these plans to determine Second Life work and teaching tool selections, to which the learners as a group are introduced and which each learner then has at her/his disposal. Each educational theme requires its own Second Life tools. Work and teaching tools that support small group work, production of collective knowledge and its documentation in Second Life are, however, common to all courses. In the final Second Life meeting in each course, each learner group presents a demonstration based on their own plan for the other participants. This provides learners with an understanding of how training or hosting a situation feels in Second Life.

Second Life Environment Supports Interaction And Collective Activity

Experiences of learners and instructors have been surveyed orally and in writing after various educational programmes. These experiences were described in Päivi Svärd’s (2010) report. Acclimatisation to basic activities such as moving and communication was considered easy. The use of various Second Life work and education tools and adoption of methods, however, required more practice.
Basic cooperative methods were considered viable in the Second Life environment. Group dynamic phenomena were also seen to be realised in Second Life. Participants felt they were spending time together socially, as it was possible to talk and function with others the same way as in the real world. It was felt that cooperation suffered somewhat from the amount of energy allocated to learning the technology and other issues. On the other hand, learning situation distractions and concentration difficulties were avoided with cooperative methods, which did not leave space for extraneous activities.

Small group work is central in the use of cooperative methods. Second Life provides excellent opportunities for this. The student group in its entirety needs to be sufficiently small; preferably less than 15 avatars and even further divided into smaller groups. A connection with other group members can be established through a virtual figure, an avatar, so that learners feel they really belong to a group and meet other people. Visually Second Life is enhanced by the fact that events in the environment can be seen and followed, and the presence of other learners felt. Multiple senses are employed simultaneously. If the virtual group work space is decorated so that avatars can, for example, recline on cushions, it makes for a more relaxed meeting place. If an avatar comfortably reclines in Second Life, the space is conveyed more realistically to the real world as relaxing.

The Citizens’ Forum has invested in creating a Second Life environment with sound-proofed group and common work spaces between which avatars can easily and quickly move with the help of teleporting. This facilitates flexible work processes for individual, group and collective work. Furthermore, various tools for group activity and for learners’ core collective knowledge production are available in Second Life.

Note taking and documentation of knowledge has been eased by the internet, Shared Media, accessible within Second Life, through which text documents can be worked on in real-time and internet sites browsed. A plethora of tools to facilitate collaboration can be found in Second Life, which can be used to time group work, conduct feedback and opinion surveys, vote, and give PowerPoint presentations and so on. The same technical tools that can be used in any classroom can be transported to Second Life.

**Second Life as a Common Operational Environment for Employees**

The Citizens’ Forum began to utilise the Second Life environment in staff work meetings at the same time that it was experimented with in 2007. The Citizens’ Forum has seven offices around Finland and an education designer works at each office. The offices took turns to plan an excursion to the various Second Life environments and these collectively undertaken excursions were linked to work meetings. This provided a collective understanding of the opportunities offered by the virtual world. Initiating work meetings in Second Life significantly improved and increased interaction among colleagues geographically remote from each other. Meetings in Second Life have regularly been organised 2-4 times a month, as opposed to earlier meetings of the entire staff 2-3 times annually. In addition to Second Life, other online environments have later been added as collective meeting places. Second Life was not only used for collective staff meetings, but other smaller work groups brainstorming and preparing ideas began to use Second Life on their own initiative.

Second Life enables quick meetings and handling of issues. Speech contact is an essential requisite for successful meetings. The environment has been especially appropriate for educational courses and collective brainstorming and working on other events, collective work on action plans, and the handling of topical issues.
Second Life tools have been easily accessible. Shared Media, through which collectively produced knowledge has been documented as text by utilising for example Google documents, has particularly been used in brainstorming and planning activity.

CONCLUSIONS FOR TRAINING DESIGN

Constructing a Second Life Environment For Educational Use Calculated Construction

The renting and designing of the Citizens’ Forum’s first Second Life area was preceded by almost a year long stage of examining environments constructed by others. We were also able to borrow these for our own in-house training sessions and meetings. Our staff accrued experience of various environments in a learner’s role also, such as the Language lab language school and the consultants’ Etrainer training.

When EduFinland, the first collective island for Finnish educational institutions, was opened in the spring of 2008, the Citizen’s Forum was among the first groups to rent land on the island. The lengthy research and observation stage had equipped us well to plan our over 4000 square metre block in Second Life. This approach can be recommended to everyone planning to enter Second Life.

If the starting point is to first build up or contract someone to build the area and then begin planning the activity to be implemented in Second Life, there is a very strong likelihood of encountering difficulties that could easily have been avoided.

When the acquisition of our own island became timely in autumn 2009, we had already held a number of several-month long courses on our block on EduFinland Island and found that we had made viable solutions. Having an entire island for our own use brought new operational possibilities.

Elements of a Viable Learning Environment

According to our experience, a viable learning environment in Second Life fulfils the following criteria:

- The environment downloads quickly.
- It is easy to move around the environment and use a camera.
- The environment does not have many “fixed” structures and walls.
- The environment also has free empty space.
- The environment has peaceful areas dedicated to small group work and for modifying the avatar’s appearance.
- The general appearance of the environment is harmonious and an underpinning theme has been followed in its construction.

If the environment fails to fulfil these central criteria (especially the first two) the use of Second Life in teaching may hinder rather than promote learning.

Many factors, some of which can be influenced by environment design and some which are independent of the area’s structures, affect downloading of the environment. If the area is full of structures, various textures and moving and flashing objects, downloading it to be visible to users is slow.

Also, downloading is slow when many avatars gather in one area. Downloading is further hampered if the avatars present are wearing waving and glittering costumes. Each user’s internet connection speed, equipment capacity and the individual settings of each user interface also affect downloading speed.
Because it is unrealistic to assume when constructing a learning environment that everyone operating there has access to computers meeting the high technological requirements demanded by Second Life, it is more profitable to design an environment in which it is possible to satisfactorily operate with lower capacity equipment. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the relationship between the area’s visual appearance and usability. In our experience it is more profitable to sacrifice visual appearance for the sake of potentially fast downloading. In the final analysis, Second Life is, however, only a vehicle for learning the substance at hand; the environment should not dominate as the main role in learning contexts.

Numerous buildings and other “fixed” structures are visible in Second Life. This is surprising, as in Second Life walls are not sound-proof and do not prevent seeing into or access to inside spaces, and roofs are not needed for protection against inclement weather. A house in Second Life does not provide privacy or shelter in the same way as in the real world. Rather, buildings with their walls, doors, and stairs are more of an obstacle to movement and seeing in Second Life.

In Second Life, in addition to moving avatars, users can inspect the environment through a camera function, which allows a thorough inspection of the environment without moving the avatar. Multiple fixed structures and walls make zooming the camera to various distances more difficult.

There are situations in which the use of buildings in learning environments is justified, for example, when replicating a real-world environment in Second Life promotes learning. Even in these situations premises should be spacious and as clear as possible. Plant choices for the area should favour objects through which avatars can walk or fly.

Uncluttered space or areas which can easily be cleared of unnecessary objects temporarily should be designed into the area for practice-based teaching sessions. This is important for example when constructing collaboratively with learners. If the Second Life area available is small, it is easy to realise this type of spacious operational area in the sky above the virtual ground.

In addition to loftiness, this “sky class” also provides a peaceful environment for lectures and small group work. If the area available is sufficiently large, it is possible to construct special small group spaces that can be sound-proofed. Movement between spaces reserved for collaborative work and spaces reserved for small groups should be planned to be as easy as possible.

**Applicability of Second Life Technology And Tools to Education and Team Work**

Second Life offers multiple alternatives to organising educational situations from traditional lecture style teaching to collaborative work processes and simulation of different situations. It is easiest to begin with tools and operational methods familiar from the real world. Various auditoriums and presentation boards familiar from the real world are in fact found in almost all areas constructed for educational use. There is nothing wrong with this; it can be comforting if something familiar to learners and instructors is found in strange environments.

However, it is necessary to move beyond the familiar model supplied by the real world. Otherwise the opportunities provided by Second Life are wasted and teaching would probably be more meaningfully delivered through some other form of online service.
Mastering the Basics of Construction

Each user of Second Life has the opportunity to create virtual objects, that is, construct objects. Teachers endeavouring to fully utilise the education tools and environments offered by Second Life should become familiar with the basics of construction in Second Life. This opens up the entire operational logic of the environment and equips instructors with an ability to use constructed objects and adapt them. Additionally, instructors are then able to build simple tools to use in teaching situations. Individual instructors should leave more complex construction projects for experts. Utilising a professional Second Life builder saves valuable time for instructors to invest in more core issues, and work completed by professionals is usually of significantly higher quality than that undertaken by instructors.

Second Life construction can also be used for teaching purposes. Marketing and communications students can, for example, plan and implement a trade fair stall in Second Life. This opportunity for easy and cheap virtual construction and modelling provides incredible possibilities for, for example, teaching courses on architecture, urban planning, and also the arts. An entire educational institution’s location can be undertaken as student work.

Tools From Flying Carpets To Treasure Hunts

Instructors have access to a large arsenal of ready-to-use educational tools, some free and some that need to be purchased, in Second Life. There are tools for group situations and independent self-study. Teaching situations can be built around for example a board game or crossword or learners can be given a task to complete as a treasure hunt in which tools are acquired by clicking a text and/or visual clue and having given the correct answer, they proceed to the next step in the task.

Tools such as raffles, elections and competitions can also be found to bring teaching to life. Moving in a group is surprisingly difficult in Second Life, so a tool that is guided by one avatar with the others on-board could be reserved for moving around as a group.

Tool selection should emphasise user-friendliness. If the user manual for a piece of equipment is very long and its use so complicated that it requires extensive orientation on the part of the instructor and thorough guidance for learners, its use needs to be considered twice. Here again, it is good to remember that Second Life and the tools it offers are in fact only tools to learning the actual substance. It is not meaningful for the large proportion of the lesson to be taken up with teaching how to use the tool.

Shared Media-A Viable Internet Within Second Life

In spring 2010 the Second Life user interface’s appearance and functionality changed considerably. For instructors the single most significant reform was the inclusion of a viable internet within Second Life.

A viable internet within Second Life enables browsing the internet and watching, for example, YouTube videos with learners, and most importantly Second Life now includes a simple and viable tool for collaborative text editing through, for example, the use of Google documents.

Previously, presentation slides had to be loaded as images in Second Life and this involved a slight cost. This is no longer necessary, as slides can be loaded into an internet social bookmarking service completely free of charge and used as Shared Media in teaching situations.
Practical Methods for Educational Contexts

Teaching situations in Second Life differ in many ways from normal classroom contexts and they can easily become chaotic. Technical problems and learners' inadequate ability to work in the Second Life environment cause interruptions and take time away from handling substance. Typical examples include the voice of all learners cannot be heard for the entire teaching situation, or learners are separated from others when moving from place to another. Instructors may also experience technical problems during the lesson, typical examples relating to audio volume.

Careful Preparation and Shared Responsibility

The keys to successful implementation of education courses in Second Life are meticulous preparation, being prepared for problems, and shared responsibility for education sessions with another individual. It is in fact very difficult -almost impossible- for an instructor to carry out a successful course on her/his own. Seamless guidance of a group of ten learners requires the participation of at least two instructors. This means that when technical problems arise, one instructor can concentrate on the problems while the other continues teaching content. One instructor can also take charge if the other experiences a technical failure. Having several instructors on a course also allows the learner group to be divided into smaller groups for activities.

Education courses are best initiated with an orientation to the basic functions of Second Life or alternatively by offering learners an opportunity to become familiar with Second Life before the actual course commences. This method ensures that as little time as possible is dedicated to guidance in Second Life functions on the course. The reality is that an instructor must always be prepared to advise learners in the use of the user interface to a certain degree and the time needed for this must be taken into consideration in lesson planning.

Lessons in Second Life should be carefully planned beforehand and all tools to be employed during the lesson carefully tested, preferably with another individual. A schedule should be drawn up for the lesson, with time allocated for possible technical problems.

Another text-based tool, such as Moodle or wiki, should be linked to teaching in Second Life. These tools can be employed for sharing and organising educational material, and responding to questions learners have and discussion between Second Life meetings. If the course is delivered entirely as distance education, it is of primary importance to test that equipment learners have access to meet the system requirements of Second Life before the course commences.

Before the first Second Life session it is good to ensure that all learners have access to a functioning headphone set and that audio controls and Shared Media work on their machines. If this is not done, the first teaching session will mainly consist of audio testing and adjusting user interface settings.

Slowly But Surely-A Key to Successful Lessons

Prudent instructors advance slowly during lessons and ensure that all learners are keeping pace. Lessons are best planned with lecture type sessions alternating with activities type sessions. Learners should be exposed to tasks and activities that sustain their concentration and prevent their minds from wandering to inessential issues. Long lecture type periods are best avoided. At its best, a Second Life lesson is so active and intensive that participants are one hundred percent immersed in it.
This intensity may be draining and we have observed that an appropriate length for a lesson requiring much activity is approximately 1.5 hours.

More patience and control than normal is required of learners in Second Life. Employing audio means that often different individuals all talk at the same time. Because gestures and expressions are not conveyed in Second Life, it is difficult for instructors and learners to anticipate when another individual will speak. Employing text-based chats alongside voice is often a viable solution. Learners can also ask questions in a chat column and the instructor is able to return to questions later if necessary by examining the recorded chat history. It would be ideal if in all teaching situations everyone could use the audio function of Second Life and have the microphone turned on continuously. This would allow learners’ immediate reactions to be conveyed to the instructor in the form of short comments, utterances and bursts of laughter, in place of gestures and expressions. Unfortunately this is not always possible due to the noise and audio interference caused by multiple turned on microphones. Often the only available solution is for the learner who is speaking to have their microphone on. Others are turned off.

Independent tasks between Second Life sessions are best completed with a partner. Roaming around Second Life on one’s own can often create a feeling of isolation. It is more fun to move around with a partner and also easier to solve potential questions related to Second Life with someone else.

CONCLUSION

Second Life is in many ways a challenging teaching and operational environment. It sets large demands on equipment capacity and acclimatisation to its activities requires time from both instructors and learners. Instructors or educational institutions who plan operations in Second Life possibly need to invest in equipment and reserve time for implementing the environment. As an online operational environment, Second Life does, however, afford multiple undeniable advantages, among which are a powerful sense of presence, immersion, simulation possibilities, and an effortless networking of practitioners.

Those considering a professional employment of Second Life are required to examine the relationship between investment and gained advantages particularly carefully. Our experience is that the advantages gained clearly surpass both time and financial investments. Second Life has provided an experiential work and educational environment, the community and cooperation features of which leaves other online environments in the dust.
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